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Asian Tigers Economic Update

•

After having stalled through much of last year, the
process of trade integration between Australasia and
East Asia looked to have regained momentum at the
end of 2012 – especially exports to China. Exports
from both Australia and New Zealand to the “Tiger”
economies (ASEAN, S Korea and Taiwan) remain
below their earlier levels.

•

This period of marking time reminds us that it is not
all onwards and upwards in integrating Australasian
economies into their wider region – factors like the
global economic cycle and trade barriers play a role.

•

This stagnation in our exports to the region through
2012 reflected the downturn in the global economy
that hit exports from the trade-dependant economies
of East Asia. This fed into slower industrial
expansion which brought Tiger economic growth
down to 3% yoy by the September quarter. Sluggish
regional performance led to stalling imports which hit
Australian and New Zealand shipment values.

•

There are now a few straws in the wind that suggest
that the worst has passed in the slowdown across the
Tigers. Recent monthly indicators on trade and
industrial output show modestly faster growth and a
few of the surveys have turned up slightly – but it is
still early days in the upturn.

•

We expect a fairly modest upturn in growth, partly
reflecting the absence of an outright recession last
year in the region. Average growth across the Tigers
of 3¾% and 4¼% is predicted for 2013 and 2014.

World trade and Asian Tiger export volumes (% year on year)

Asian Tiger $US exports and industrial output (% Change yoy)

Australia/NZ Monthly exports to East Asia by region $ Mill 3MMA

Asian Tigers Regional GDP (% change year on year)
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Economic cycle passed its trough
The slowdown in global economic growth since 2010 has fed
into a marked softening in economic expansion across the
“Tiger” economies of East Asia (which include the ASEAN
economies of SE Asia, South Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong).
Economic growth in these territories has eased from a peak of
over 9% yoy in the first half of 2010 to less than 3% yoy in
September quarter 2012. The slowdown has been quite
broad-based across the region’s economies with only
Indonesia maintaining its previous growth momentum.
Export growth has seen the biggest slowdown among the
various components of expenditure in the region, reflecting the
big slowing in the growth of world trade. In previous regional
downturns fixed investment has tended to slip in parallel with
softer trade but this time it has been better maintained.
Consumer spending has again been a stabilising force for
regional activity and the latest retail figures show a modest
upturn in the volume of spending. With the exception of
Taiwan, the region’s economies have seen a pick-up in their
pace of retail spending growth through the latter half of last
year.

Asian Tigers Retail trade volumes (% change yoy)

SE Asian investment keeps up exports fall (% change yoy)

Investment has held up better in this cyclical slowdown than
we have seen before and this reflects the strength of capital
spending in Malaysia and Indonesia where a series of big
infrastructure and resource projects are under way. The chart
opposite shows the way in which investment spending in
these SE Asian nations has picked up when exports have
softened.
The historical correlation between exports and investment
spending has been maintained in South Korea and Taiwan. In
the former, investment fell by 6.6% in the final three quarters
of last year while exports just about stagnated. Taiwanese
exports and fixed investment fell in step through the first half
of last year but picked up toward the end of the year.
Resilient consumer spending, solid investment in SE Asia and
government fiscal measures ensured that the latest cyclical
slowdown has been comparatively mild across the Tiger
economies.

Asian Tigers Private demand volumes (% change yoy)
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Exports and investment keep step elsewhere (% change yoy)
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While the downturn has been much milder than those
experienced in the Global Financial Crisis, the early 2000s
“tech wreck” recession or the 1990s Asian Financial crisis, it
was still sufficiently severe to just about stop the growth in
imports into the region. Import volume growth slipped from
peak rates of over 25% yoy in the middle of 2010 to virtually
nothing in late 2011 and early 2012 before beginning a
gradual recovery toward the end of last year. Australian and
New Zealand suppliers suffered in this downturn with both
showing export earnings from Tiger economy markets that
were below year-earlier levels through much of 2012.
While the global economy remained weak through the closing
months of 2012, there have been a few indications that the
worst of the slowing is now over in at least some of the Tiger
economies. Overall business survey results from places like
South Korea and Taiwan – key regional economies in terms of
their size – have been looking a little less depressing. Trade
and industrial production growth was accelerating modestly
toward the end of the year and retail trade was also turning up
slightly. Taiwanese export orders rose sharply at the end of
last year but the results from the South Korean survey results
on export trends are conflicting and hard to make sense of.
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Interest rates across the Tigers – nominal and real %

Business surveys – deviation from long run average

The sharp turnaround in monetary policy seen across the
region through the last couple of years will also have boosted
activity levels and recovery hopes. After lifting their policy
rates as recessionary fears eased through 2011, regional
central banks started cutting again last year – taking the
region’s weighted nominal policy rate to just over 3½% by late
2012 and real rates down to around 1%. Large or widening
budget deficits in Indonesia, Thailand, Taiwan and Malaysia
have also propped up demand.
While growth looks set to pick-up around the region, we are
only expecting a fairly modest upturn in an area that tends to
outperform during cyclical upswings in the global economic
cycle. This reflects the region’s fairly “soft landing” through
the last global slowdown, so there was no regional recession
for activity to bounce back from. Furthermore, some countries
are likely to start cutting back their budget deficits as recovery
prospects look more secure, ensuring that growth across the
Tigers accelerates to slightly above its trend rate by late 2014.

Imports and industrial output in Tiger economies(% yoy 3MMA)
Country economic growth forecasts

Average annual growth in GDP (%)
2011
2012
2013
Hong Kong
4.9
1.2
2.6
Indonesia
6.5
6.3
6.3
Singapore
4.9
1.6
2.8
Taiwan
4.1
1.2
3.3
Thailand
0.1
4.8
4.6
Malaysia
5.1
5.2
5.1
S Korea
3.6
2.1
2.6
Philippines
3.9
5.2
4.4
Tigers
4.2
3.4
4
Memo
World
3.9
3
3.3
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2014
3.6
5.9
3.9
4.4
5.2
5.6
3.7
4.8
4.7
3.9
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A closer look - Hong Kong growth weak but
signs of overheating in asset markets
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CPI inflation and credit had been rising fast too (% change yoy)

Hong Kong has shared in the region-wide economic slowdown
– with growth slipping to only 1½% yoy in the latter half of
2012. Nevertheless, the region has been showing all the
symptoms of overheating in its asset markets. The housing
market cooled briefly in late 2011 and early 2012 but since
then it has risen by around 25%. Over the same period
commercial property prices also rose sharply with office
values up by over 20%.
Evidence of over-heating does not cover all areas of the
economy. CPI inflation was trending down through 2012 with
the CPI measure that excludes one-offs showing a dip in
inflation from 6.7% yoy at the start of 2012 to 3.8% yoy at the
end of the year. Manufacturing output prices were falling
through much of last year and import prices levelled off
through the latter half of 2012. Consequently, there does not
seem to be a problem of generalised inflation across the
economy, rather it is restricted to property markets.
This strength in asset prices reflects the amount of liquidity
flowing through the Hong Kong financial system with a jump in
the amount of money commercial banks hold with the HKMA
(their “aggregate balance”) being a classic symptom of excess
liquidity. The low level of funding costs is another tell-tale sign
of excess liquidity with funding rates of 30 bps which are
negative in real terms. Retail lending rates are also
exceptionally low and well below what the economy needs to
curb asset demand. Retail lending rates (BLRs) are around
5% but over 90% of the new mortgages being granted are at
rates of 2ppts or more under the 5% BLR – which implies
mortgages around 2 to 3%, near zero in real terms.

Aggregate balance – liquidity piling up in banking (HK$ Million)

Normally a central bank facing this situation would lift interest
rates but Hong Kong’s currency board system rules that
option out and leaves the region very exposed to the impact of
quantitative easing operations by the Fed and other central
banks that are boosting global liquidity.
For more information, please contact
James Glenn 0392088129

Bank funding costs – system averages

Property prices rising strongly (Index levels)
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Disclaimer: This document has been prepared by National Australia Bank Limited ABN 12 004 044 937 AFSL 230686 ("NAB"). Any advice contained in
this document has been prepared without taking into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on any advice in this document,
NAB recommends that you consider whether the advice is appropriate for your circumstances. NAB recommends that you obtain and consider the
relevant Product Disclosure Statement or other disclosure document, before making any decision about a product including whether to acquire or to
continue to hold it. Products are issued by NAB unless otherwise specified.
So far as laws and regulatory requirements permit, NAB, its related companies, associated entities and any officer, employee, agent, adviser or
contractor thereof (the "NAB Group") does not warrant or represent that the information, recommendations, opinions or conclusions contained in this
document ("Information") is accurate, reliable, complete or current. The Information is indicative and prepared for information purposes only and does
not purport to contain all matters relevant to any particular investment or financial instrument. The Information is not intended to be relied upon and in all
cases anyone proposing to use the Information should independently verify and check its accuracy, completeness, reliability and suitability obtain
appropriate professional advice. The Information is not intended to create any legal or fiduciary relationship and nothing contained in this document will
be considered an invitation to engage in business, a recommendation, guidance, invitation, inducement, proposal, advice or solicitation to provide
investment, financial or banking services or an invitation to engage in business or invest, buy, sell or deal in any securities or other financial instruments.
The Information is subject to change without notice, but the NAB Group shall not be under any duty to update or correct it. All statements as to future
matters are not guaranteed to be accurate and any statements as to past performance do not represent future performance.
The NAB Group takes various positions and/or roles in relation to financial products and services, and (subject to NAB policies) may hold a position or
act as a price-maker in the financial instruments of any company or issuer discussed within this document, or act and receive fees as an underwriter,
placement agent, adviser, broker or lender to such company or issuer. The NAB Group may transact, for its own account or for the account of any
client(s), the securities of or other financial instruments relating to any company or issuer described in the Information, including in a manner that is
inconsistent with or contrary to the Information.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be excluded, the NAB Group shall not be liable for any errors, omissions, defects or
misrepresentations in the Information (including by reasons of negligence, negligent misstatement or otherwise) or for any loss or damage (whether
direct or indirect) suffered by persons who use or rely on the Information. If any law prohibits the exclusion of such liability, the NAB Group limits its
liability to the re-supply of the Information, provided that such limitation is permitted by law and is fair and reasonable.
This document is intended for clients of the NAB Group only and may not be reproduced or distributed without the consent of NAB. The Information is
governed by, and is to be construed in accordance with, the laws in force in the State of Victoria, Australia.
Analyst Disclaimer: The Information accurately reflects the personal views of the author(s) about the securities, issuers and other subject matters
discussed, and is based upon sources reasonably believed to be reliable and accurate. The views of the author(s) do not necessarily reflect the views of
the NAB Group. No part of the compensation of the author(s) was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to any specific recommendations or views
expressed. Research analysts responsible for this report receive compensation based upon, among other factors, the overall profitability of the Global
Markets Division of NAB.
United Kingdom: If this document is distributed in the United Kingdom, such distribution is by National Australia Bank Limited, 88 Wood Street,
London EC2V 7QQ. Registered in England BR1924. Head Office: 800 Bourke Street, Docklands, Victoria, 3008. Incorporated with limited liability in the
State of Victoria, Australia. Authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Services Authority. This document is intended for Investment
Professionals (as such term is defined in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005), such persons having
professional experience in matters relating to investments, and should not be passed to, or relied upon by, any other person who does not have
professional experience in matters relating to investments, including but not limited to persons defined as retail clients by the rules of the United
Kingdom’s Financial Services Authority.
USA: This information has been prepared by National Australia Bank Limited or one of its affiliates or subsidiaries ("NAB"). If it is distributed in the
United States, such distribution is by nabSecurities, LLC which accepts responsibility for its contents. Any U.S. person receiving this information wishes
further information or desires to effect transactions in any securities described herein should call or write to nabSecurities, LLC, 28th Floor, 245 Park
Avenue, New York, NY 10167 (or call (877) 377-5480). The information contained herein has been obtained from, and any opinions herein are based
upon, sources believed to be reliable and no guarantees, representations or warranties are made as to its accuracy, completeness or suitability for any
purpose. Any opinions or estimates expressed in this information is our current opinion as of the date of this report and is subject to change without
notice. The principals of nabSecurities, LLC or NAB may have a long or short position or may transact in the securities referred to herein or hold or
transact derivative instruments, including options, warrants or rights with securities, or may act as a market maker in the securities discussed herein and
may sell such securities to or buy from customers on a principal basis. This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of
the securities described herein or for any other action. It is intended for the information of clients only and is not for publication in the press or elsewhere.
Hong Kong: In Hong Kong this document is for distribution only to "professional investors" within the meaning of Schedule 1 to the Securities and
Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571, Laws of Hong Kong) ("SFO") and any rules made thereunder and may not be redistributed in whole or in part in Hong
Kong to any person. Issued by National Australia Bank Limited, a licensed bank under the Banking Ordinance (Cap. 155, Laws of Hong Kong) and a
registered institution under the SFO (central entity number: AAO169).
New Zealand Disclaimer: This publication has been provided for general information only. Although every effort has been made to ensure this
publication is accurate the contents should not be relied upon or used as a basis for entering into any products described in this publication. Bank of
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